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1 )     INTRODUCTION 

The subject of  this paper  is the promotion of the Pulp and Paper Industry in 

developing countries,  or third-world areas to quote another accepted term.     Both 

phrases are generalisations,  because there are major differences between countries 

recognised as  conforming to  these descriptions arising from significant factors 

such as size  of population,   extent of natixral  resources,   per  capita  income, 

accessibility etc.  etc..     For purposes of this review the common factors can only 

be  the current level of paper consumption per capita plus the present and future 

requirements necessary for the country concerned to attain reasonable  levels of 

consumption  for progress towards a standard of living which is acceptable by 

modern concepts.    It is recognised that there is a correlation between the 

consumption of paper and the standard of  living for any given country.     Funda- 

mentally,  higher levels of education, particularly technical education,  are 

necessary to raise the earning capacity of the general  population and availability 

of  paper is an essentinl  factor in achieving these objectives. 

")     STATISTICS  OF CONSUMPTION 

A  study of  the   statistics  recently published by the Pulp and Paper International 

magazine,  in  the July 1978 Annual Review issue,  will indicate  just how wide are 

the differences in per capita consumption of paper throughout the world.    The 

statistics relate to 1<J77 and the following extracts are revealingt 

Country or Continent Consumption.    lia capita/annum 

N.   America 

U.S.A. 273.1 

Canada lyj # ¡t 

Europe 

Sweden jqrt 

U'K« 121.8 

Albania r} 

*    Average tìl % tl 
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"      Hu- average  quot-d is  simply   the » i i thinetic  moan  of   the published   figures  und 

not,  a   true   average   because   the   popula Lion  factors  have  not boon  tulien  into account 

but   for  tho   purposes of  this paper  il   ran lie  coiiHidered  as representative. 

Asia   and  Oceania 

Out of M   listed  countries  only   three,   Japan,   New Zealand and Australia consume 

over  I'M) Kg/annum/cap i ta and only  "5 oth?r countries  exceed 'éO Kg/onnuiii/capita. 

ExcIndilli-;  these  countries   the  average consumption,   on  the same  basis  as above,   is 

0.1   hg.     On  a  true,   population-based calculation   the  average  would  almost certainly 

be much less  because  the  values   given  for such highly populated areas  as  India 

and  Indonesia,   for example,   nre   2.1 and  J.3 Kg/capita/annum respectively. 

Latin America 

(hit  of  :îH   listed  countries  no country attains  a   level  of 100 Kg/capi ta/aiuium and 

only   four  exceed  '»0  l\g/capita/aimum.     The average   is  22.3 Kg/capita, annum. 

Africa 

Out  of V«   listed  countries,   no   statistics are  available   for  two  countries  but of 

the   remainder only  one,   S.   Africa,   exceeds 'tO  Kg/capitn/annum and  only  just 

manages  it  at 'i0.25 Kg.     This  is   probably noi,  representative  because   the minority 

white  population  is almost certainly responsible  for   the greater proportion of 

consumption.     The  average  for  the  >i'A African countries  for which statistica are 

available   is ').<) Kg/capi ta/aununi. 

")     MINIMUM OBJECTIVES 

It  is difficult to determine where  the minimum   for reasonable development  should 

be  set because,   without doubt,   the  levels of  Ion Kg/capi ta/annuin 0r above  per- 

taining to  developed countries  contain significant quantities of paper used for 

packaging,   and cosmetic purposes  xdiich are not essential  for but arise   from 

higher living standards.     In   the   writer's  opinion  a  level  of  30 Kg/cap itu/annum 

is  a minimum  to  achieve   full  literacy,   adequate   communication and educational 

levels and   'i0 Kg/capita/annum a  desirable objective   because  some  element of 

packaging  should be present for  industrial or export purposes.     ¡Such a  level 
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would   Lo   1rs,   U.an  -tf of   tlio  N.  African minimum or h% of   Ul0   ,;ur0|)0ftn  avorag0. 

If   Ih,-   lower,   "V> Kg  |mfliB,   iH  ncc01,(o)|   lt  „houl(1  |JC   r0C0f;filflcd   Umt  thi8   lndicalc(J 

n  11-fold   increase  for countries  su, I,  us   India or Indonesia,   an  ;j-fold  increase 

for  tho African continent and a yr¿ increase  for Latin America.     At current 

population  levels it would  require  the   total world  production  to  be doubled  to 

meet this objective.     Taking into account population growth and  the time  factor 

one  is  drawn   to the  conclusion that to  attain such an objective  it will  ultimately 

be necessary  to  treble  world production,   even assuming that  the more developed 

countries  will   remain around present  levels,  with no  further appreciable  growth. 

The implications are  staggering and pose   several  -uestions.     What fibre  resources 

will bo  required?    How can the machinery  requirements be met?    What is a practi- 

cal  time-scale?    Will  current methods  of  production   satisfy  such objectives? 

Must some  alternative  to paper as a means   for raising educational  standards  be 

sought?    Can  the recognised  "modern"  plant and machinery resources cope  with this 

enormous  potential  demand? 

Those questions are not academic and  tho  answers cannot safely be  left for 

unplanned,   haphazard evolution.     It is  no  e-aggeration to  state  that world peace 

will  be  dependent,   in  some degree,  on  the  achievement of satisfactory answers. 

It is a  recognised fact that  the growth of knowledge   is exponential.    To  a  given 

base will  bo added over a given time a proportionate   increase.     Where the  base is 

substantial,   as  in developed countries,   so also is  the increase.     Where the base 

is relatively small,   as in the under-developed countries,  the increase is also 

proportionately small.    Left alone,   this  irrevocable  principle means that under- 

developed countries can never catch up with their more fortunate neighbours who 

started  earlier.     To those who have  shall   be given:     to those who  have not  shall 

be taken away even that which they have.     This inexorable  law is  not tenable under 

modern world circumstances because without check it will meet the  some law apply- 

ing to population and it is inconceivable  that a large majority of the world's 

people will  indefinitely accept a reduction in living standards by relative 
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índicos vhilst o minority  flourish ;i ul oontinuo  to  improvo.    Realistic answers 

to  tho  questions posed abovo must bo  found and an attempt to indicato means 

will  be developed in this  treatise.     i he same factors upply to comnodities other 

than paper and require equivalent consideration.     This contribution is confined 

to paper,  pulp and associated products  and will attempt to suggest lines along 

which potential solutions may be found for that industry. 

'*)    FIBRE RESOURCES 

Taking account of the population and consumption statistics for the developing 

countries it is estimated that to reach the minimum target of 30 Kg/capita/  , 

annum on last year's figures,  would require  some  1U0,000,000 metric  tonnes/annum 

of additional production immediately,   doubling the current world production, 

allowing for the recycled element used so extensively in developed countries. 

Assuming the greater use for such an increase to  be for writing and printing 

grades plua newsprint the indications are that approximately 30,000,000 M.T/ 

annum of  long-fibre material as pulp and 70,000,(00 M.T/annum of equivalent short 

fibre,   hardwood or similar,   would be necessary.    The latter presents no insuper- 

able difficulties in availability,  but considerable problems in exploitation. 

The former presents great difficulties  in availability and exploitation.    The 

capital  intensity for the exploitation activities by modern standards would be 

prohibitive for most developing countries and the  scale accepted as economic 

difficult to absorb domestically.    Export as finished material can be ruled out 

as a practical alternative because of the intense  competition from developed 

countries producing for export.    Export of raw or  semi-finished material is at 

best only a temporary expedient because it confers the greatest advantage on the 

already developed countries,   still further widening the gap in industrialisation 

and retarding the advance in living standards.    Recognition of this has already 

been reached by some developing countries who are attempting to control the 

export of raw or semi-finished materials, regarding this source of income as, 

at best,  an expedient,  short-term measure. 

- 4    - 
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At   Uli»  point,  il.   íH  appropriate,   in   Die   writer's  ' ,iI110ll,   to  consider   the  whole 

philosophy  of paper  and  paper  products  because   '     has   lmd a very   large   influence 

on  current and past  activities  and  will   have  an even  «renter  impact on  future 

development. 

Paper   is  the  classic,  perhaps   the original,   throw-away.    Its purpose  is   to per- 

form  the  function   intended  for  its use more  cheaply than could he  performed with 

any alternative  product.    Mien  it ceases   to  be manufactured by  this principle, 

it ceases  to he  paper in  the  classic  sense  and  it will  ultimately be  replaced l,y 

something else,   less  expensive  in  first  cost.     So  far  nothing cheaper   than paper 

has  appeared  for  the  applications  to which  it has  been put such  as  writings, 

printings,   wrappings  etc.   but  it has undergone   several   changes  over  its   Ion« 

history ami  further  changes, can be expected  in   the  future.    Almost all  of  the 

charges   introduced   to date  have  come about   to prcscrv«-.   Un  fundamental   objective, 

to be   the cheapest  possible material  for   the purpose   intended.     It  began as a 

product made  from  rags,  a'   least in the modern developed sen.e.     hag-paper now 

survives  only as  an  alternative   to parchment or  similar materia, M   for  prints, 

nu„u,H.Tipts.   artistic  products   etc.   where   durability   is  required  and  even  for 

these   uses   the  proportion of  rag  involved   is now notional only because   it is  too 

expensive.     Ila« paper at the present time   is a  luxury  or status material.     It was 

replaced  first by  inexpensive vegetable  residues,   straw,  reeds etc.     not wholly 

but as  a proportion  and not entirely  satisfactorily according to  the  standards 

established  by rag paper.     In  li'V.  grounded pulp appeared and had a great 

impact  on the  industry particularly for newspaper and cheap book production. 

Within  the next ten  or fifteen years chemically produced pulp from wood was also  • 

introduced and its  introduction and progressive development has led to the 

virtual   elimination  of rag-based papers as  mentioned above.    The  wood used initi- 

ally was almost exclusively softwood arising from the vast forest areas  of 

N.  America,   ,,uickly  followed by  the Scandinavian countries with large  softwood 

reserves.    The consequent rapid growth in consumption of paper products arose 

5 - 
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1,1111   H»<'   lower   (oui.  and   Ihrontoned,    by   (ho   nlddlo   nT   the   present   century,   ovon 

the apparently   ine-.bans ti bio   softwo» I   resources  of   llic  world and   thin  motivated 

n  belated  effort   to halt  ilio  profligate  destruction  of  the world's   softvood 

foresta.     Clear   fell in,'; and   sustainable  reafforestation began and as  a bye- 

product,   the   introduction of  hardwood  pulps  for  which  the development of pulping 

techniques  was   timely.     Higher quality  standards,   particulary   for writing and 

printing  erados   of paper whore opacity  is  desirahle   liad  earlier   led  to   the 

introduction  of   short  fibre  additives   such as  esparto  grass which was  used in 

considerable  <nmn(ity  until   the introduction of  hardwoods  since  when  its use has 

declined  to a negligible  e\tont,  except where  it  is  indigonious .again  because of 

cost and   the  permanent  pressures for  paper  to be cheap.     Earlier  this  century, 

the use   of  indigonious   fibres  such as  bamboo  and  roods  was developed  but their 

uso was   restricted  to   countries where   such materials  exist in quantity and 

labour,   for collodion,   is  cheap.     More  recently  the  use of bagasse,   a bye-produtfl 

of  the  sugar-cane  industry,   has been developed and  has made grcnt  strides,   its 

technology  improving rapidly  to  the   stage   that   it   is  now claimed   to be  a wholly 

acceptable  and   competitive material   for writing,   printing and  tissue  grades  and 

further  development can be  expected   to  increase  the  range of products manufacture*' 

Two dominating principles  in  the development   jf paper may bo traced  from the 

above as  corollaries   to  the  fundamental  concept of  absolute lowest cost already 

indicated.     These are:- 

(a) To  bo   truly viable  and  endure paper must always  be produced  from a waste 

material  of  low intrinsic value. 

(b) The highest value which con be  accepted for paper-making materials at the 

present and expected levels of consumption is the equivalent fuel  cost,  value 

for value delivered,  relative to the  country concerned. 

Toldng these principles in order:- 

'•. 1 Waste Materials 

With possible temporary exceptions only,  all of the materiale used  for the 

- (j - 
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MHiiufar.lui e  of  paper  liavo como  from discarded  or  waste materials.     Nothing is,   or 

should  bo,   produced   or  grown  simply   for  the manufacturo  of paper,     lings,   straw 

and bagasse  obviously   follow  this  j>T-inciplc  and   so does   the  recycling of  waste 

paper,   now approaching    .0,'  of  the  consumption  for developed countries.     The  same 

claim,   indirectly,   can bo made  for pulp produced  from    ->od.     Ilio  initial   forests 

were  cleared  for development or exploited for  lumber and  saw-milling.     There was, 

therefore,   a  surplus  of  timber,   available at very  low coat and its  disposal for 

pulp production coincided,  at  least in N.  America,  with  the need for its  removal 

for  land development.     The  tremendous  growth  in paper  consumption  led to  the 

exploitation of  forests  for paper products alone  but   this was  initially conlined 

to  small-tree  forests   less  suitable  for  the  production of  lumber and was  reduced 

by  the  development  of  chemical  pulp using chips,  a bye-product of   the  sawn 

timber  industry.     It  is  significant that groundwood,   from whole  trees,  has now 

reduced   to a very   low  level  of production being replaced by refiner  or Thermo- 

mechanical  pulp  lioui chips and that 3ome ureas  in the  world,  notably llritish 

Columbia,  have actually  forbidden  the use of whole  logs  for pulp production, 

insisting on  the  use  of chips  surplus  to  the   timber  industry.     The  development of 

the  cant^chipper  for muss-production of  standard timber  sizes with  chips  as a 

bye-product is another  indication of this trend.     The  truth is,  and will  be 

confirmed in time,   that the paper industry cannot afford the whole  log concept 

for raw material.     It must be based on waste,   or bye-product materials  for  sur- 

vival   long-term.     Existing industries based on whole  trees are anachronistic and 

obsolescent.    New pulp mills are normally linked with lumber mills. 

;i.:.' E(iuivalent Cost of Fuel 

The materials used as  fiore  for  the production of pulp and paper are combustible 

by nature.     Wood was  extensively used as  fuel  before  it was adopted  for paper- 

making.     Bagasse  is  the normal   fuel  for the  cane-sugar  industry and  is  sold for 

paper-production on an C|uivi. I >'tit fuel  linked basis.     Even waste paper is now 
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seriously being considered in some areas of the world as a fuel for central 

power generation. The four-fold increase in fossil-fuel prices which have come 

about in recent years and the pros,,,-.-ts of »Unu,.i shiiiß supplies in the foresee- 

able future are Generating ever-increasing interest in alternative fuel sources 

and this must have a bearing on plans for the manufacture of pulp and paper for 

developing countries if they are to have a long-term value. It has already been 

established that it is more economic to use waste wood from the forest as fuel 

for the paper industry than as a raw material for production provided that the 

distance from the pulp or paper mill is not greater than Y)  miles in countries 

with fossil-fuel resources.  The economic distance increases for countries less 

fortunately endowed and will increase for all countries as fossil-fuel becomes 

more scarce and more expensive. The close relationship between fuel prices and 

the cost of raw materials for pulp and paper production must be taken into 

account for long-term planning and it should also be recognised that capital- 

intensive pulp and paper mills are truly viable only on a long-term basis.  Paper 

machines commissioned between 5(> and .«.(, years ago are still operating in many 

«reas of the world and this time-span, which can be expected to apply also to ne* 

industrial installations will exceed that forecast for the availability of f0Mil- 

fuel resources at present consumption rates. 

'j.3 General Inferences on Fibre Sources 

If the principles adduced in the foregoing are accepted then pulp and paper 

manufacture for developing countries on a continuing basis should adopt as raw 

material waste from associated timber or agricultural industries and should 

recognise the growing value of and the ultimate competition for such materials 

as fuel. Wood based pulp should wherever possible be associated with the timber 

industry. Jlagasse and straw already satisfy the essential raw material 

conditions.  Reeds, bamboo or other grasses with no other commercial nse are mo*e 

suspect and should be considered only where profusion exists, labour is cheap, 

- 8 - 
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land development and clearance is a feature and more permanent materials can bo 

opected in due course to replace them economically.  As the standard of living 

increa.es labour costa will also increase and the conditions which initially 

enable a pulp and paper mill to be established may change unfavourably. 

Transport costs must also increase disproportionately as fossil-fuels become 

more expensive and this is also a factor to be considered. 

Generally, with the possible exception of long-fibre softwood pulp, in most 

areas sufficient raw material resources exist for an effective start on the 

targets specified.  Over the time scale necessarily involved for full realisa- 

tion it should bo possible to get much nearer to self-sufficiency and recycling 

can be brought in to help but for this a strategic, planned approach is 

advisable, if not essential.  The planning should take account of all factors 

involved, forest resources, agricultural resources, population centres, human 

shill resources, ecology conditions, power and fuel resources, plus many other 

less obvious considerations.  The dogmatic assumption that "modern" technology 

and economic scale considerations can be imposed successfully on developing 

countries is open to criticism and review.  As it stands the pulp and paper 

industry throughout the developed world is not a shining example of unqualified 

success and those concerned should not pass on to under-developed countries 

their raistal.es in the name of advanced technology. 

•"») MACHINERY AND PLANT CONSIDERATIONS 

r>.l Paper Machine 

Over the past 70 years the paper machine has increased in width operating from 

approximately " metres to around 10 metres and the operating speeds have been 

improved from about 100 metres min to <)(.() metres nun (1210 Metres/min for tissue 

»achines).  In 19:7 the largest and fastest machine in the world was commissione, 

in U.K.  It was 3.1 metres wide and capable of operating at speeds up to 25U 

metres/minute.  In 1917 the largest machine in the world was ust over 9 metres 

in width and capable of operating at speeds of up to 425 metres/minute.  Both 

- ') 



oí   t.henp machines  woro designed  primarily   for newsprint production.     Lach  is BLì 

in  operation   but. not producing newsprint.     Printing  and writing papers  have bcon 

substituted  by rplutivcly minor mollifications.    Tho  significance  of this   3tate- 

men t is not  so much to prove  that even  greater widths and  speeds are essential 

for  tho economic production of newsprint but toshow  that there is much  greater 

versatility  in tho  product range of a paper machine   than is  Reneraily 

recognised.     In fact most of the earlier,   smaller macliines  were originally 

designed  for newsprint production and  those  still  in operation (a  considerable 

proportion)   are making other products  over    uite a wide range.    In  terms  of 

annual  productive capacity as newsprint  the  single machine has moved from appro* 

mately  5,000 MT/annum to  upwards of 1 JO,000 MT/annum.     The  foregoing statements 

could be used  to  illustrate progress and  in terms of mechanical achievement this 

cannot be denied but to assume  that those dramatic  clianges  have brought  about 

more economic production would be an extrapolation unjustified by the facts. 

In £ sterling  (because both of  the machines noted above were of British manufac- 

ture)   the  cost of  the machines have since  l')37  increased JO/00 times in  terms of 

width and around 7,0 times   in  terms of  cost per aimual  tonne  of product,   taking 

into account  the speed difference  (which at tho higher levels is seldom achieved 

consistently).    Over the  some period the  selling price of  the product,  newsprint 

has increased L'U times.     One would have  expected the  reverse to occur but the 

facts disprove  it and indicate  that it  is becoming  less and less economic  to 

invest in new paper machines,  except for special circumstances.    In terms of 

a complete mill,  excluding pulp manufacture,  over the past 2J years,  the  cost 

per annual  tonne has increased ton-fold and the selling price of paper three to 

four-fold.     If this  is progress  the industry would be  better off without  it 

lecause over  the same period interest rates have also more  than doubled.     As a 

result  invontiiipiit  for now  machines in  countries not  endowed with low cost  raw 

material  resources has bcon drastically  rpduccd.     Production  is maintained by 

upgrading products and keeping writtcn-down macliines  operating.    This  is 

-  10 - 



economic,  under auch circumstances,  because the sheer cost of money  for new 

nmchino, now exceeds the  profit margin available from the sale of the product in 

•any cases.     The sheer quantity of mi,„ey re-.uircd is also such that after tax, 

private investment simply cannot support the burden from reserves and only 

governments  or multi-national companies  can raise the tods required.    It is 

no argument  that this state of affairs   is consistent with world trends because if 

it is not viable for small  industry it is only viable  for large industry or 

rovernments after a sufficient time has  elapsed for the money burden  to reduce 

and selling prices to increase and until this state of affairs h.s been realised 

there must bo  losses. 

It is  worth examining this  situation in detail  to avoid arriving at the same 

situation for developing countries where,   as has been indicated earlier, very 

larKe   investments must sooner or later be made  to reach an acceptable standard. 

To accept import as  the practical  solution is self-defeating;    Costs will be 

higher,   availability lower and the balance of payments effect unacceptable.    It 

is a paradox  that with world consumption  steadily increasing and facing much more 

rapid expansion requirements.investment in new plant cannot be justified.    Tins 

situation does not apply to  the converter of paper,   the printer,  the merchant, 

the box-maker,   the carton manufacturer and should not apply to the fundamental 

material manufacturer. 

There are a number of reasons why this situation has come about and  the following 

are,   in the author's opinion,  significant. 

(i) The laws of inflation bear more heavily on the manufacturing costs and 

selling prices of machinery than on the selling price of paper,  because 

of the  continuing pressure on paper costs referred to earlier. 

(Ü)       The impact of very large units on the market has had a depressing effect ., 

the selling price of paper. 

(iii)     The problems of labour control,  cost and efficiency increase dispropor- 

tionately with si/.e. 

- 11 - 



liv)      The  intrinsic  cost of   the machines per unit of production increases 

disproportionately above a .rivcn width and  still  further  above a  given 

speed.     These cost increase«  are no     longer justified by  compensating 

reductions in overheads or labour costs.     Increased width and speed have 

required  increases in  sophistication,  material costs and ancillary costs 

for plant and increased costs  for distribution because of the greater vol- 

ume  involved. 

(  v)      The  four-fold increase  in energy costs has made speed less economic. 

About H years  ago the author,   who had been continuously engaged in the  building 

of new mills for  many years and had been involved in many feasibility studies  was 

struck by the  changing situation,   that investment could seldom be  justified for 

paper production  compared with  corresponde  investment in  other  industry and 

began to investigate the circumstances.    Scale was  suspect from the start because 

market growth which could be absorbed effectively was so often a limiting factor 

and only growth,   not improved efficiency or  reduced costs,   was able to justify 

new plant. 

Accordingly several leading manufacturers of  paper machines were  approached and 

nsked if they could provide information which would enable  the optimum machine 

capacity to be  established in terms of capital cost per unit of production. 

Surprisingly,  none of the suppliers contacted could give this information without 

a costly investigation which they were not prepared to undertake.    The assumption 

was that bigger and faster must be more economic but no facts to support this 

assumption were available. 

The next step was,  therefore,  to obtain quotations for various sizes of machine 

from several suppliers and to use these, with previous data,  to obtain some 

guidance.     The results were surprising;    for  orthodox, modern type machines of 

Fourdrinier type   it appeared that overall,  including drive   (which for the  smaller 

machine could be  of simple mechanical  lineshaft type up to  600 metres/min)  the 

lowest capital  cost per tonne of product was  for machines between 2.2 metres and 
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'>. • in«»Iros   wide,   with very   slight differences   over   this  ranco.     For   tissue   machines, 

based   largely  on  actual   installations varying   from 10   to  100  tonne a/day the   opti- 

mum s izo appeared   to bo  JO  tonnes/day. 

A corresponding  investigation into  the operational  officioncies  of nil  the machines 

operatili;»; within  the group  represented by  the  author revealed  another  equally 

surprising   fact;     the most  efficient in  terina   of   availability  and productive 

efficiencies  were  also around L\5  to   > metres  wide,   largely because   the  time 

required for major  roll  change  or  brea'.down wan   least at this  si/e  and  the   smaller 

machines on.joy more  uniformity of product.    The   efficiency factor  still  further 

enhanced  the   emerging case   for the smaller machine. 

These  indications  encouraged us   to include machines around this   si  ,•   as alternatives 

in  three  serious   feasibility  studies which were   under talon. 

The  first was  for  a mill  of  approximately 100f<MJu ITA capacity ns coated,   publica- 

tion grade  paper.     One single machine of y.1) metres width with on o H-machine 

coater of half-width was  compared  with three  12.5  metre machines  and  two couters of 

equivalent width.     The ana*   sis,   which was fairly done and base«!  on  actual   < uotationi 

shewed  that   the  smaller machine  concept would  be   intrinsically  loss  e  pensive  and 

operation .ilv more  viable.     One  striking example   of the economies available  was 

presented by   the  supercalendcrs  involved.    Five   small  supcrcalenders,   could  be 

installed for   the  cost of  one large unit,  including spares.    Since  two  super- 

calenders were considered a minimum for continuity the smaller units  scored heavily 

in this aspect. 

The operational costs for  the  small machin«   concept were enhanced by the circum- 

stances that  the specified capacity, 100,000 TPA could not,  for market reasons, be 

realised for  several years  after conmisairning.      The small machines could be 

^stalled sequentially with cash  flow and operating cost benefits.     The project was 

not commissioned,   for reasons unconnected with costs but had it been ,. without 

doubt the smaller unit concept would have been  adopted. 

The second caso was  for a mill of approximately   55,000 TPA capacity as writing and 

printing papers based on imported pulp.    Here,   two machines of approximately  5 
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-.1«. offooUv. vilIUl „ere c«,,,,,.,.,, wlUl „„„ „f  ,... ,„clrcB vldUi-    ÁKB¡nt   uic 

»t,»ly,  .„„od „„ firn, ,¡uot„u„„,,   ¡„„¡catcd  Ul„t tllc ,os0 CM0>   ._ ^ ^ 

capital «„0 operational cost, va, ,,„.,.ontcd by   the ivo »u échines.     The 

operational  cost, voro influenced by the number of sradc chaI1(50s involveil „,„ 

». ability of  the  sailor achines to naive these ro:,uiro»cnt, by selccUon but 

this is „ fact or life Pnd „no oven „ore  iihcly u „„„,, t„ dcvclopi^ ^^.^ 

with i-itlolly •a, ^„ md . „^ r,mgc.     T,.8 projcct did not motor.aUse 

cither because „either concept presented n sufficiently attractive case at the 

time. 

Fro» these two studies one intercstin« and   .imlticmt fnct cmcr(,cd.     ^ 

»achines, identica,   in construction can be  offered for approbate., 1(),  lc3s in 

cost than a .,„„,,, onc lf or(lci,ccl at thc  BIUOC timc      Tue rcduct¡oii3 ^ ^  ta 

do.   nn  costs  and repetitive  tooling. 

These résous  .ere o„couraBi„B but „ore not regarded a, fuliy indicative because 

the manufacturer, selected vere tooled for  ,„rger „acnine, and it «. tnousnt 

that the Mc„i„i„c overhead, for ,Ucb ..tUnt tools on . sin6lo.shln ^^ ^ 

-realistically „ic„.     We tberefore e^ed on a serious .tudy to investiate al 

the  factor, t„o„Kllt to be involved,     „suitfn, fr„„ this a „aper on the  ,ubJ8ct 

». Presented „y D.   „arris,  then a „caber „f our staff,   to the institute of 

Mechanical *«,„.„..   U,„d„„ in Novc„ber „„.     ^ ^ ^^ ^^ 

..»r. -ith illustratin« curve, the esti^ted capital cost of chines per unit 

•f Production and conceded tuat the point ., miaimlm copital c„st ^ „^ 

*•» «nd „.» „être, width.    The „or,. „ bused on derivi„g the „ini• ve¡Kut of 

-t.1 rehired pl„, tne Mchi„i„g requirements.     Tue paper included also eati^te 

«... for ancillary plant and the buUdin«,.     ,Io concluded ^ „ ^^ 

huildin. is fes» expensive than a si„ele storey building    Siglar invocation, 

were carried out earlier ì.v r n    i      •>   „ ,    . 
earlier by E.II. h«rl  Schmidt and K.F.  Schoncmann and  their 

findings  in respect of  the witrhi  nt m„*   i , 
weight of metal  rehired cdncido very nearly with  the 
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Minuits of Ü.  lini-ria'a  work except that Karl  Sclunidl established a sharper 

minimum weight curve  bottoming at 3.0 motre width. 

These vori.s arc valuable  in demons ti •;. I . up;   that in terras  of metal,   fabrication and 

machining  there is  an  optimum si/e  for  a paper machine  mid it  falls  far  short  of 

the mammoths being  imposed upon the  industry.     The conclusions  are not surprising 

-  fundamentally a paper machine is a  bridge  between two  solcplates costing more  as 

the  span increases  by  a non-linear ratio  which is  further  increased if  speed  is 

included as a factor  because the critical   speed is a function of  the deflection. 

The  work was indicative  but the case  for   smaller machines and  single-storey 

buildings  is capable   of  further improvement.     Other factors could also be 

considered.    The machining costs were  obtained from established manufacturers  and 

would undoubtedly be   lower based on machine  tools of appropriate  size.     Electric 

drives were included,   an unnecessary expense  except where high  speed is  involved, 

ie  above  (>()() m/min. 

The Greatest economy however arises from standardisation of design and components 

and  the works referred  to above do not deal  with this aspect or  the  costs of  site 

erection,   which by  existing standards  of  construction must be undertaken piecemeal 

at  site often wider  difficult conditions.     At  the present  time  paper machines 

represent individual   designs and manufacture,  are not assembled  or  tested prior 

to despatch and the  period of assembly with expensive  labour together with the 

costs of commissioning and adjustment represent a substantial addition to prime 

costs up to 13-' of total  cost. 

Speed is a factor which should aUo be considered.    It is axiomatic that a small 

machine,  in terms of width cm run as fast as its larger brothers and  the Harris 

paper shewed by taking two speeds as criteria that capital costs per unit of 

production reduce,   for  the paper machine,   as speed increases.    However,   there  is 

an operating cost consideration also  to  be   taken into account.     High speeds 

involve more sophistication, greater skills  or experience  from the operators, 
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higher  NUiidnrda of maintenance and higher  levels of energy consumption.    The 

introduction of synthetic  wet felts lias permitted higher speeds and press  load- 

ing  but  the vacuum requirements   in  terms of power have trebled  and  this, 

coupled with the four-fold increase in energy costs,  now maltes  speed a costly 

feature,   one to be  ta1 en  into  overall  account. 

The third  study undertaken by our company dealt with a machine  to produce waste- 

based  liner board or corrugating medium at the  rate  of V;,()00 TPA.     A comparison 

was made  between one  single machine capable  of  operating at  speeds up to 300 

metres/minute and two  former  type machines  of  :>.'..' metre* width limited to 180 

metres/minute because of  the vncuum-less  formers  selected.     Here  again the study 

was based  on firm quotations  and gave  the  two  small machines  as  the most 

economic  solution.     The  power  requirements were  a telling factor plus  the abilit; 

to minimise grade  change  requirements. 

From a review of all   these  factors  the author now believes  tliat the   industry 

would benefit from the  development and mass-production of paper machines ntand- 

ard  in width at around  «:.5 metres and designed  for speeds up  to  '¿00 metres/minut« 

Such machines would be  versatile and could be made more  so by  the optional 

addition  of one or  two  simple,   vacuum-less  formers.     The substance  range would 

be  '.0 R.g.n.   to 150 g.s.ra.   with the formers,   or  hi) G.8.m.   to   L'OO g.s.m.  with the 

Fourdrinier alone.    A simple mechanical  drive,   preferably turbine driven because 

of  the greater speed range and lower cost would suffice.    The machine  should be 

designed for modular,  pre-asscmbled construction to minimise  site assembly 

requirements.     It is not difficult to consider  the entire machine house and 

preparation plant also as  standard,  for modular construction,   with pre-assembly 

including preparation plant,  piping,  steam and power services,   built in boiler 

and power plant, water and effluent services,   chests etc as a truly packaged 

unit.     No paper converter requires reels in excess of the width suggested so 

that the winder can be eliminated, with a simple rewinder for reclaim.    The 

relatively low speed and vidth would minimise  sophistication without losing 
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quality      A study  for  such a concai  is now boIng UJ1(lerUkcn ^  prcUmtmry 

indications aro   that n pn])0r min  ^.^ ^ ^^   ^   ^^   ^  ^ ^ 

specification can achica capital  cost saving around   ,0',   can bo  operated by 

labour viti, a «.u» of  training obtained on identical plant,   can be  self- 

sufficient as an entity, versatile and competitive  in operation costs with the 

Riant*.     The annual  production fron, such machines would range  from 7,000 MT to 

••'M'»» MT accordi,.« to  substance and as  such would  suit a growing market.     It 

is believed  that mills of this nature would find a receptive market in develop^ 

countries and could also have attraction  in developed countries  for growth,  with- 

out market disturbance,   economically. 

The  concept cu,  be considered as  turning bad.  the  clock because  in  the  early 

year,  „f   this century many „ill. with machines  to a  similar  specification were 

built.     The  industry    could,indeed,  be  said to be founded on such machines.    The 

concept presented,  however,   takes advantage  of genuine  improvements  such as 

combi-press pick-up,   grooved or fabric  presses,   substance and moisture  control. 

M.  is possible  to outrun viability by over-design.     The world will  not  see 

'•»con Mary  liners  again.    Concorde  is unlikely to have mass acceptance  and when 

the  situation  is  reached,  as  it now has  been,  where  established paper manufac- 

turers,   in a growing market,   cannot afford  to renew their plant, after more years 

of  service  than other  industries and on  a  fully-utxlised round-the-clock working 

basis  it  is time  to review the  standards  and manufacturing conditions.     The 

world needs cheap paper which in  turn  requires less  expensive machines. 

Production of  such machines,  under licence,   would not  be  beyond the  resources 

of  developing countries and the  spares  situation could be  reduced  to  a minimum 

vi Mi substantial  operating economics  in  tenus  of cost and  continuity. 

The  author does not claim that the standard machine  or „all  outlincd nl)OVC   ia a 

universal   solution applicable to all  requirements wheresoever.    There will 

obviously be situations where  installations  of  larger  capacity Illay more 
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o comunicai iy  Huit  Hin  conili llorín  and   "modern" concept« aro  moro  acceptable. 

Such  casos must  be   treated  on   their  merits;     it may  be mont practical   to 

multiply  the number of  standard machines or,   for minimising space  and building 

requirements to  consider the  larger,   tailor-made equivalent.     Oue  objection 

which has been made to  the relatively s mall  capacity,  standard machine  approach 

is  tliat  labour  reauirentnts would be  increased for mills  above  the  capacity 

represented by a  single unit.     It is not a  serious  objection because in any mill 

the number of machine  operators  relative  to  the  total number of mill employees 

is  small.     Where  labour  is cheap and employment scarce  the   increase may  indeed 

be  beneficial.     It is  also possible,   if labour economy is  desirable,   to  operate 

with one crew between  two machines.     There  is precedent for  an operation  of this 

kind.     However,   in  the opinion  of  the  author,   the  case  for  the  large-capacity, 

highly  sophisticated mill for developing countries  is not  to be  taken as 

automatic because a feasibility study which docs not consider alternatives has 

recommended it.     All  too often,   such studies,  based  on "modern"  Western world 

tecluiology,  end with a project which is viable only  if protected by tariffs or 

subsidies and   this  is not a long-term solution.    Paper must  be  cheap and  avail- 

able  in  sufficient quantity to  the  poorest;     tariffs and duties  defeat this 

objective and  should be regarded as  a  temporary expedient  at best.     The  real 

objective is to be competitive against imports;    ocean and overland transport 

coats should provide such protection as is necessary. 

There will also, in many areas of the developing world, be situation".which call 

for labour-intensive installations of capacity even smaller than that indicated 

by the standard mill described above. It is a feature of developing countries 

that the bulk of the population, being agriculturally based, is located in 

villages remote from the major towns. The number of established towns relative 

tn total population is, indeed, very small by comparison with the same relation- 

ship  in developed countries and communications ore  often less than adequate. 
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Transport costs from  large milla   remote   from Buch villages uro  likely lo be  high 

and  increase  with time.     In  euch  casce  local indu3try,   based on locally avail- 

nble material  could  be the  most economic  and desirable   solution taking into 

account nil   the factors pertaining.     Under such circumstances very small mills, 

with minimum energy requirements,   could provide  the most  practical and economic 

solution and  there  is a case for developing the 3/10 tonne per day unit also as 

something standard and available  nt low cost. 

It is  believed that the standard,   one reel width installation,   competitive in 

nature,  is a priority.    It  is also  believed that the potential market for it is 

such  that mass-production of  such units  is a real,  practical  possibility.     The 

third  vorld   cannot  satisfy  its existing and potential  requirements by the huge 

tailor-made   installations  now presented by "modern" Western technology.     They 

suit, neither   the market,   the  timing or  the pockets of developing countries. 

The  established machinery manufacturers are not likely  to  initiate or support 

this  concept  because  it is  opposed  to their vested interests and the scale of 

their  esistine machinery.     The major consultants are also  unlikely to endorse 

this  policy  because,   again,   it is  contrary to their business  expectations.     The 

load  should  come in an organised manner  from the  potential  customers and 

independent advisors.     The magnitude of  the retirements   over an acceptable  time 

seal-  requires a change in  tactics.     Paper machines should be produced more  like 

cars except that full  standardisation can be aimed at over  the  full range of 

ancilliaries  as well  as the  basic  machine.    An effective   design would attract 

manufacturers  and is  worth  sponsoring. 

6)    PULP MILLS 

<>.l  Wood-based 

It is accepted that the economic  scale for a wood-based pulp mill is now 000 TPD 

as a minimum and installations up  to  1,000 TPD exist.     Unfortunately it is more 

difficult to  challenge  this   basic  assertion than it is  to   challenge the  corres- 

ponding assumption for paper mills.     As a superficial analogy  it has already 
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I.o.n   Hl.n.RHiMl  ll.nl n |.u,,or niacin....   in  a  brl.lgo,   increasing  in   intrinsic coat 

disportionntely as   it gets  wider.     A pulp mill   i9 moro   similar   to a container, 

wliore   the material  cost reduces  with  ecale.    The  limit,   in  fact,   is more nearly 

for  a wood-based pulp mill,   the  washer  si/.e where the  bridge   concept pertains 

and   this  is under attack  from diffusion  or the newer,  high consistency stacked 

washers. 

However,   although this  fundamental  fact must be accepted for  developed countries 

and   is mandatory where export is  a  feature  it does not necessarily apply with 

the   same  emphasis  toless    developed countries because  it is  based on the 

principle  of capital  cost per unit  of  production relative  to  the pulp mill alone 

and  even  in developed countries  no  scale  would  be economic  without a  supporting 

timber mill  infrastructure,   going right  back to  the forest. 

If  a   forest exists and  there are  abundant  forest areas  in almost all under- 

developed  countries  it is  first desirable,   if not strictly necessary,   to 

establish a  saw-milling industry and its  size depends on  the market it can 

serve.     Such forests as exist are almost exclusively natural  forests of mixed 

hardwoods  which initially at least,   restricts  the timber market.     The North 

Americans were fortunate in having enormous softwood reserves  and an exploding 

market  for  softwood timber  to meet housing requirements  for a  rapidly expanding 

population.    These conditions are unlikely to apply to the developing countries 

to a  similar extent and the world  is not lacking in hardwood or  likely to be 

short of hardwood pulp.    Except,   therefore, where the hardwood  timber species 

has  export potential and is near enough to a port to realise  it,   the  saw- 

milling industry is likely to be gradual  in growth and relatively small in scale 

As it develops, reafforestation with softwoods will improve the  situation but, 

although this should be planned wherever possible, there is, inevitably, a time- 

scale  involved.    It should be recognised,  however, that almost 6o;i of the total 

wood used for a sawmilling operation is available for pulp  (particularly where 

the cant chipper techniques are used) and approximately 152 for  fuel-raising, 
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with  dry-lmrklng.    Wim re  pulp otherwise  has   LO   be   imported,   thorofore,  un 

economi«:   case  etui often bo made  for pulping operations  on a  smaller   ti.iui recog- 

nised   scale  and  the  recent  turn-bark   to  static  digester  pulping makes  it poss- 

ible  to  consider small  installations at least as  a beginning. 

The above comments apply  to  pulp,   Kraft or high-yield,   for writing and printing 

papers.     For  semi-chemical  pulp much smaller scale  is  acceptable,  from Hi) TTD 

upwards  and  proximity  to a   forest or sawmill  is  not essential.     Scrub-wood,   over 

a  relatively wide area can  be used.     For all pulps,   of  course,   chemical and 

water  resources ure  essential  and  chemical recovery with other  ecological 

provisions should also be  incorporated.     Transport of   finished  product to the 

consumer may  also be a problem. 

It is  the author's view that  from  the forest exploitation aspect,   in  terms  of 

timber  and pulp,  the activity  should be based on  pioducing ßemi-finisued 

material  for  conversion nearer  to   the centres of  population,   which are  the 

principal  consumer areas  in   terms  of final  product.     Unlesn  particularly 

favour;.' 1'   circumstances apply the  large wood-based pulpmill   should  not 

include  a paper-mill,   particularly for  the printing,   writing and associated 

grade«   which,   unless export possibilities  for other grades exist, must be the 

priority grades. 

The reasoning behind this statement is,  for paper,  first that for some time to 

come it would seem that a proportion of  the furnish must be imported as long- 

fibre  and access to a port  and the  nvoiuance of  long hauls twice  (first as pulp 

then as paper)   should be avoided.     Secondly,  small  self-contained paper mills 

can be  located in populated areas without ecological  impact if properly 

designed and this is more difficult and expensive for pulp mills. 

Thirdly,   it is always advisable with paper of this nature to be near the 

customer,  the printer or converter and to be able to offer quick and effective 

service  over the range of reel or sheet sizes involved. 
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lourtl.lv,   populated areni  próvido ;,  practical   I  .sis   for   tho recovery and 

reprocessing 0f  waste  paper,   as « constituent  of   other  furnish  or   for  wholly 

vnsto-basod  products and  a potential   reduction   in  importa.    Recycling must be 

considered  in any future  planning    These ar{;umcnts apply also  to  timber.     The 

manufacture of consumer  products such as furniture   is also  labour-intensive 

nnd  the arising waste  is  available for fuel  or  conversion to pulp  by local 

non-polluting processes. 

Finally,   with industrialisation mid more advanced,   less labour-intensive 

agriculture,   the  established  centres of population will grow and new ones can 

be  expected  to emerge.     Already,   the influx  of  population  from country  to town 

is  a problem for developing countries ns it was  for  countries  in Europe  over 

tho   Industrial  Involution  period.    The paper-mill   and  the  associated conver- 

sion activities are more  labour intensive than pulp manufacture,   wood-based 

and   can provide  employment where  it is most needed.     It can also  centralise 

technical   instruction and  training. 

(>•'•'    Non-Wood Fibre  Pulu 

(> • '-. 1     Bagasse 

Miere the  sugar-cane industry is established,   the manufacture of paper from 

the  residual  bagasse  should be  oonsidered because   it is almost always viable, 

Riven a home market for  the product.    It is competitive,  at relatively low 

scale,  if  the bagasse docs not have to be carried  too far and has positive 

economic  advantages  if  tho paper mill can be   located adjacent to  the  sugar 

mill,   to avoid baling and double-handling.     The  problem of equivalent  fuel 

arises and has retarded  progress in bagasse based  papers because  the  sugar- 

mill  normally satisfies  its process steam retirements by burning the 

bagosse  in  boilers desired  for this purpose.     In  the author's view,   this 

problem is  overstated  in most  cases and could,   with  some self-financing 

initial  assistance,  be  overcome.    First,  about one-third of  the  bagasse  can 

be  returned  for fuel as  pith,   although this may  require boiler modification 
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»t   «ho  sugar-mill.     Alternatively,   the  paper-mill   can purchase  pith-burning 

'•«i lor.   for   its  own  procos«  needs   Imt   this   introduco«  the  problem  of  pith 

storage.     There   is  also need for  an  efficient  pith-burning boiler   to  be 

downed.     Existing  ones  are adaptations   of   waste-burning boilers   primarily 

designed   for  other materials and  capable   of   improvemont  in reliability  and 

efficiency of   combustion.     liy pro-drying   the  pith usillg wlc hoilt>   Ule   fucl 

value  of pith,   or  baisse  can be doubled.     Finally,   for nearly  all   sugar-miJIs 

there   is  a  surplus  of  baisse  in   fuel   terms  which  is  disposed  of   by   incinera- 

tion   through  the  boilers disregarding steom-gonoraUng efficiency. 

As  a paper-making  fibrp,   ^ npi,lie(,   tech|lolo/;y ulrpa(ly av;u] nhl(, >   ^.^  ^ 

competitive   in  terms   of  cost  ,rd  -uality  of  product,   is versatile   i„  end-use 

and  remires   less   long-fibre   support  than  hardwood  pulp,  ^.„orally.     Direct 

application  of  technology  to  the  baisse   field   of  operations  is  now being applie, 

and  can  be  expected   to  enhance  still   further   xts  desirable  properties. 

A similar application  of technical  effort  should now be applied  to   the  fuel 

balance  and utilisation aspects which are  undoubtedly  li»iti,.s  the   exploitation 

of  vhat   is probably  the   third world's most  promising and rewarding   source   of 

fibre.     With  the  simple soda process  chemical  recovery  is practical  at pulp 

production  levels  from  5„ TPD ^^ uml  vaper_producUm viabl(¡  at  ^ ^ 

some  level. 

<>.-.".     Straw Pulp 

Straw,   from wheat or  rice,   is an established  raw material  for paper  production 

and has  advantages  i„  opacity but rehires  greater  long-fibre  support and  is 

«ore difficult from the aspect of chemical-recovery because of its   slow- 

draining characteristics and also  on account of   the high silica content.     F< 

these  reasons  its acceptability in developed  countries  is low,  even  wher 

there  is a  scarcity of  other  indigenious materials.     For the   developing 

countries however  its  use is  increasing and  several  specially designed mill, 

ror 
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aro  successfully operating.     It   ¡,  suitable   for small-scalo  operations  and 

can bo  considere«!  for  larger-scale activities where market and other  considera- 

tions  uro   favourable.     A continuous process  can be employed  but batch pulping 

is more  common. 

(>•-.">    Other Materiale 

Bamboo,   reeds,  hemp,  jute,   flax,  esparto,  sisal,  cotton kenaf and other 

vegetable  fibres can all be used forpaper-making purposes.     Some of  these, 

such as hemp,   flax,  cotton and  jute have particular properties which ore 

valuable  for specialty papers and could have  export value.     Uomboo has for 

many years made a significant contribution to  tfce paper requirements  of  India 

and considerable  expertise has  been developed  in exploiting  the use  of  this 

material   which presents difficulties not present to  the  same  degree  in other 

fibrous raw material  sources.     Kenaf has  a particular attraction as  offering 

long-fibre  prospects and the  opportunity for  eliminating the  need  to  import 

8oftwood. 

The distinction between these materials as serious prospects  for a large and 

self-sustaining industry lies  in  the availability.    Where,   as  in the  case  of 

bamboo and  reeds,  the material  is used  because  it happens  to  be available  and 

would not be  deliberately planted -  the  use can only be regarded as  temporary 

although the  time scale may be  long.     The  same applies to materials which 

are planted and harvested,  such as hemp,   jute,   flax etc but for a higher 

added value  industry and the material used for paper is the prime material, 

not a waste  residue.    Cotton linter is a waste product but has  an intrinsic 

value for higher grade,   special purpose pulp which, except where distance  to 

a port is prohibitive, makes it too good for normal papers.     There is a less 

valuable  linter element arising from dust and   sweepings etc  from cotton- 

processing factories which has been shown by trial and experiment to have 

some value as  furnish components to cheaper wrapping papers but the quantity 
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is noL largo.     For continuing viability  paper should  be mude  from wusto 

residues available  in quantity  from other  businesses  for which primarily the 

basic material   is collected.     This raises  possibilities which have not,   so  fan1 

been exploited because the cost of the essential preliminary investigation 

work could not find local  support to a sufficient extent.    Rubber plant 

residues,  banana stalks and leaves and coconut husks are examples where  the 

vegetable residues are available in quantity regularly,  have no alternative 

use capable  of absorbing the quantity arising and actually present disposal 

problems in  some areas.     Work could be done on these materials to establish 

whether or not they are serious subjects  for development.    Some preliminary 

work has been done and the initial results are discouraging as indicating 

lower than normal yields and the need for the development of now techniques. 

Understandably,   these early efforts do not inspire sufficient confidence  in 

private investors to spend considerable  sums on what could be speculation - 

the chances  of being competitive are small  for the pioneers in any field. 

In view of  the need to find raw materials  in developing countries which are 

available in quantity,  as otherwise waste materials,   the author believes 

that the work done to date is superficial  and worthy of deeper consideration 

but funds  for  such work need to come from national,  or international 

sources.     It cannot be expected from the prime industry resources,  already 

coping with their particular  financing problems. 

6.2.'».    Pulping Machinery and Processes 

For wood-based,   bagasse-based,   straw or reed-based pulps the essential plant 

and processes are already developed and available.    Progress in development 

can also be expected to continue because  commercial plants based on these 

materials are  operating successfully in many areas of  the world, using 

Western technology as available or adapted.     Sufficient instances exist to 

learn the  particular problems  and how best to surmount them.  Such plants 
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(irt-,   relatively  Enenking,  large,  covering a range   from M) to W'jU Tl'D for  the 

bagasse,   reeds,   straw etc moterialH  and up  to   1000  TIT) for wood-based materiali 

The  Western  technology has little   to  offer  which  is modern or competitive   in 

ajiy practical  sense  for pulping plant of smaller  scale although their paper 

industry was originally founded on mills of  this  order.    Yet there  is a need, 

and a  strong one,   for  such equipment  in the underdeveloped countries,  to use 

locally  available materials in the more remote,   agricu. turally based,  village 

areas.      It may be,   over the whole  spectrum of progress required,   a  temporary 

need  hut  the author  believes the  time-scale would  justify many such installa- 

tions  mid  tliat they  could be  the nucleus  for  the  ultimate,  more  permanent 

mills.     l)y absolute  standards they may be uncompetitive,  labour-intensive 

and produce  to  lower   than internationally recognised  standards of  . uality 

but  they would satisfy a need which otherwise  could  fail by default,  provide 

employment for many and play an important part  in  the progress of  industriali- 

sation.     All  the  criticisms mentioned  above  could be  levelled at  the earlier 

Western   teclinology  if   it was  judged  by modern V/cstern  standards  but  it sufficed 

in  its   time.     The  developing world,   in many arcan,   has not yet  reached a 

comparable  time and needs the more primitive  plant   to begin with,   if only to 

meet  the  human ret uirewents for  the  future.     if  it  has to wait until  it can 

establish and operate  a paper industry conforming   in  scale and  technology 

with  "modern" practice,   the time  scale will  be  extended  to a totally 

unacceptable degree,   as will be  shewn  later. 

Fortunate'y,   this  has  been recognised  in some  areas  of the developing world 

and a  number of  such  small mills are  operating - and  successfully operating - 

'»y  their  local   standards although  batted  on  relatively primitive,   labour- 

intensive  but capitally  inexpensive machinery  and  services.     This   is  parti- 

( ilarly   true of   India  and  it  is   to   this  country   that we  should now   loo!,  fur 

guidance  and example     The subject   is  worth a  study,   to determine   what can 
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be dono mid how  to  design and manufacture  standard equipment for UIìH need, 

improving wliere modern technology has a valid  contribution to offer. 

7)     TIME-SCALE 

In the early  section  of this paper the author  suggested  that a consumption 

level of 3" Kg/capita/annum isa minimum target to achieve the fundamental 

renuircmcnts for  literacy,  communications and a basis to serve the needs of 

industrialisation.     It it interesting to note that this  level was reached in 

thr- v.v. around the year 1900 ao it cannot be said to be an over- 

ambitious target.     The level  for U.K. about that time was sufficient to build 

from as events have  shown and it was largely used for the purposes outlined 

above.    Wrappings and coBnetic uses for paper were involved to a relatively 

minor degree. 

It is dually interesting to examine the official forecasts for growth.    They 

are available from the publication "F.A.O.  World Pulp and Paper Consumption 

Outlook" published  in 1977-     The following statistics are given:- 

World Consumption Per capita/world population 

1975        l'iV'00,000 MT "7.0    Kg 

19. 0        179,^00,000 MT -'il.l    Kg 

1990        255, ,00,000 MT 'i8.'»    Kg 

This  forecast predicts an increase in per capita consumption world-wide of 

approximately '."i;* in 15 years.    The increase in absolute consumption overall 

is 71^ or approximately 5    /annum compared with the increase per capita of 

L"í /annum and the  discrepancy is obviously due  to an adjustment for popula- 

tion increase.     The average consumption figures  quoted have to be viewed in 

the context of existing levels for developed countries of over 1Ü0 Kg/capita/ 

annum and the corresponding levels for the major   less developed Eastern 

countries nearer  to  5 Kg/capita/annura.     The  overall forecast increase,   if 

universally shared,   would raise the level   for the less   developed countries 
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to around  l'i Kg/cnpita/annura by   l)<)0,   fur .short  of  the  target  but  the  fore- 

cast ilooa not predict e< uni  sharing.     It forccusta  an allocation of  the 

overall  increase   v\   times as  groat for  the already developed  countries as 

that forali of the    lessdcveloped countries. 

For the Eastern less   developed block the forecast assumes an increase from 

the  level of   (,<)()(),000 MT in 1975 to 20,000,000 MT by I990,  only 11JÍ of the 

world increase although the population levels predicted far outweigh those 

for  the developed world. 

If  this forecast has any substance at all nothing could more  clearly demon- 

strate the exponential  law that to those who have  shall be given in propor- 

tion to what they have and the gap between the  "haves" and "have-nots" us 

growing wider with time.     If left to such "natural"  laws there  is no fore- 

seeable period over which it can be forecast that the minimum target speci- 

fied will be reached for - developed areas of  the world. 

The forecast,   if taken seriously,   shows what can only be described as a 

hopeless,  despairing situation and nothing could more clearly demonstrate the 

urgent need  for a  cliango  in tactics.    The prediction  is almost  certainly 

based on an extrapolation of modern Western technology and accepted economic 

forces.    This does not metí, the challenge and clearly indicates  the need for 

a change in strategy. 

Assistance in sufficient degree cannot be expected from the developed world 

along the lines of their own established technology. It has a part to play 

without doubt but there is, in the opinion of the author, a further part to 

be contributed by a "new" intermediate technology, emerging from within the 

countries involved. Resources of manpower and material exist and must be 

more fully utilised by those in immediate need. The methods may not conform 

with accepted modern standards but the contribution is urgently required. 
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In the author's view the minimum target should be reached by the end of this 

century,   and every available means of reaching this objective should be 

utilised.     It ought not  to be an impossible   target. 

The F.A.D.   forecasts are based on the established correlation of paper consumption 

and G.N.P.    An acceleration of the former should be instrumental in promoting the 

latter. 

8)    SUMMABY 

¿>1      Current Situation 

8.1.1. Disparity of Consumption Levels Worldwide 

For developed countries consumption levels upwards of 100 H«$/capita/annum exist 

and are  steadily increasing at around 5f$ per annum rate,  with temporary periods 

of recession followed by boom years of progress. 

The corresponding levels for third-world,  developing countries range from 

20 Kg/capita/annum to as  low as 2 Kg/capita/annum with the greater proportion 

in the lower brackets 2 to 6 Kg/capita/annum.    The rate of  increase in these 

areas is negligible;    population growth quickly absorbs  such production increases 

as can be afforded from the  limited resources available. 

8.1.2. Desirable Level  of Consumption 

For full   literacy, technical  education and  the needs of emerging industry the 

author suggests a minimum level of 30 Kg/capita/annum to be essential and the 

level of 40 Kg/capita/annum to be desirable.    The minimum rate suggested is,  in 

fact, equivalent to that which was attained  in developing Western countries by 

the very early 1900's and cannot therefore be regarded as  over-ambitious. 

8.1.3. Time-Scale 

At current levels of increase  it cannot be foreseen that the under-developed 

countries,  particularly in the African or Far-East areas,  will attain a level 

of 10 Kg/capita/annum by the end of the current century.     Of the overall,  total 

world increase in production officially forecast over this period only 20fc is 

predicted to be available for the under-developed areas.    The forecast follows 
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traditional,  exponential  laws relating consumption to industrialisation and the 

utilisation of  "modern"  technology applied to  "non-modern" emerging resources. 

A change   in outlook is essential because without modification the gap between 

the developed and under-developed areas of the world in terms of living stand- 

ards will  widen still  further.     In the author's view tacit acceptance of this 

situation  is morally and socially unjustifiable and a threat to world peace. 

•*. 1.'».    Fibre Resources 

Modern technology looks principally to the forests and large installations based 

on such concentrated resources.    Forest areas  should be considered for develop- 

ing areas  and will undoubtedly have a significant part to play in the ultimate 

attainment of the desired objectives but they should not be considered in 

isolation or only to the  "accepted" scale values.     Other fibre resources are 

available and although they are generally less appropriate to the  "modern scale" 

technology,  they have advantages in many other directions such as  size of 

market,   initial  capital  cost,   distribution,   etc.    The author challenges the 

unproven assumption that scale and overall economy are inseparably linked. 

The wood-based fibre resources  of under-developed countries are mainly tropical 

hardwoods more difficult to exploit than softwoods and from the pulping point 

of view less self-sufficient.     Exploitation on the grand scale requires a 

considerable infrastructure and is highly capital-intensive.     If the strategy 

is not reconsidered installations of this nature may for these reasons alone, 

have to  take lower priority in the overall industrial programming,   creating a 

vicious  spiral because the paper and associated technical knowledge requirements 

are both significant elements  in industrial progress. 

The utilisation of alternative  fibre resources to an appropriate scale is 

recommended.     In general, waste materials arising from industry or agriculture 

and ultimately from the recycling of waste paper should be exploited wherever 

possible. 
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tí*1-5-     Paper-making Machinery -  "Modern" Concept 

Scale,   in terms of size and speed,   together with over-sophistication largely 

arising from the need to maintain quality standards more difficult to realise 

because of scale,  have increased capital costs per unit of production at a rate 

higher than the  ultimate consumer is prepared to accept for the product selling 

prices.     In conse<uence, new installations  to the  "modern" scale are now beyond 

the resources of all but governments or multi-national  companies and even in 

these circumstances are seldom viable over the early years of operation.     In the 

author's view,   this  type of technical  advance has  outrun economic  justification 

except where particularly favourable  circumstances  apply,     l'rivntr     ndustry,   even 

in devel.ped countries  of the  world,can no  longer  afford  to  renew  their machines 

and  the   industry world-wide  is  heavily dependent on machines  built   to  earlier 

techntlogical   standards,   largely written down,   but  competitive  because  the  cost 

of money,   at current  interest  rates,   is often greater per unit of production 

than the margin  between product  cost and selling price  can .«ustain.     The Ves tern 

world should not  pass  on to developing countries  "modern"  technology which does 

not  satisfy its  own basic needs  and cannot hope  to  provide  the  requirements  ior 

a  greater  and needier  population within an acceptable  time-scale. 

tf.l.t".     Paper-making Machinery - Alternative Concepts 

The capital  cost  advantages of   ¿cale have been    uestioned by  several  authorities 

who  concur  by mathematical analysis   that   for material   and machining  considera- 

tions alone,   the  economic  ^c.Lo   lies  between     . , and  t. metres  width,   considerablj 

less  than  that  of   the   "economic     giants  which arc  emerging.     These   investigations 

have not considered  in  depth other  factors  such as  standard construction,  market 

penetration and  growth,   simplicity of  operation    and maintenance  and   the 

limitations of human  skills.     These  factors  apply  to mast countries  but have 

particular  emphasis  far  developing countries  where   the   need  is  greatest.     The 

author believes   títere   i.s H case   for designing and building in numbers  a standard 

machine of  L'o metres   width    winch would suit  the  largest reel  or  sheet size 



used anywhere) limited to  -On metres/minute  in speed, vhich would be economic 

in terms of  enerar requirements and eliminate  the necessity for sophistication. 

It can utilise the truly valuable modern advances in technology available and 

be competitive in terms of nuality and operating costs.    Modular,   ship-yard type 

construction of the whole mill  can be considered with advantages in erection 

and commissioning costs.    A study based on such a concept has already been 

comnissioned and preliminary findings indicate a reduction in capital costs in 

the order of  30    per unit of production.     Paper-machines are .mach more versatile 

in product than is generally recognised and machines of the type suggested could 

be built in developing countries without the need for highly expensive machine 

tools.     They would be more  appropriate  to a developing market,   to  the utilisa- 

tion of  local  materials at relatively low scale  and to the  human  resources,   for 

operations and maintenance,   likely to be available.    Training needs would be 

minimised and available from identical installations,  seldom the case in "modern- 

installations.    The need for on-going,  expensive highly-skilled expatmte 

support would be greatly reduced,   if not eliminated.    Such machines would have 

efficient,  competitive capacity of 5,000 to  20,000 TPA according to product, 

over a very vide range. 

There  is also a case for even smaller units of production down to  5/10 TPD 

•apacity and,   again,  repetitive production of a suitable unit would greatly 

reduce cost and improve reliability.    Labour-intensity is mor, of a benefit 

than a handicap for such machines  intended for village utilisation and the 

development of industry in remote areas. 

Economies cannot be ,,udged by the arbitary standards of scale alone.    As  it 

stands,   the modern pulp and paper industry developed and «;uickly grew from 

units much smaller and slower but suited to the  pace of the  times.    Developing 

countries need the same intermediate or smaller  technology at minimum to 

complement the more grandiose plants as they can be afforded. 



rf,1'7. Pulp-Producing Machinpry 

For wood-based pulp the advantages of scale on intrinsic capital costs are .ore 

difficult to challenge but overall site economics can modify those offered by 

capital costs alone. Even the modern large-scale installations are, on today-s 

»rices, economic only when supplied by otherwise waste wood arising from 

complementary saw-milling operations and the presence of the latter, in 

circumstances appropriate to local industry in developing countries can often, 

in conjunction with other factors provide an economic basis for installations 

of less than recognised scale. Modern advances in batch digester and washing 

technics have made smaller scale installations more practical to consider. 

For non-wood, vegetable fibres such as bagasse and straw, smaller scale 

installations, appropriate to the local resources over a reasonable distance 

have already provea themselves to be competitive in terms of quality and 

viability and development can be expected to improved this situation. 

There is a case, as for the paper-machine, to be made for very small pulp mills 

to «It village or similar locations. The basic technology involved reverts to 

the 19th, rather than the 20th century and little in the form of technical 

assistance can be expected from the Western, developed technology.  In terms of 

installations and machinery more can be learned from the developing countries, 

in particular India, where a number of »all-scale mills, viable by their 

standards are believed to be operating successfully. There would be merit in 

examining in detail such installations to provide basic plant design data for 

similar applications elsewhere in under-developed areas and it is believed that 

this represents a much greater than currently recognised demand. 

tì.1.8. Labour Intensity 

Vnere, as in the Western, developed world, labour i« expensive, not by merit 

but to conform with standards of living achieved by industry, there is a case 

for labour-eaving design and capital cost increases to justify it. For 

developing countries, where labour is inexpensive and plentiful, the opposite 
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is more   likely  to apply and  to  the  strictly operational  considerations  should 

be added the less • uantifiable benefits that by such installations the creation 

of an industrial  climate can be established at a rate which can be more 

readily  absorbed. 

•¡.1.   .     Energy 

It should be recognised that virtually all raw materials used for the manufac- 

ture of pulp and paper are potential  fuels and that competition in this respect 

can be  expected to increase as fossil-fuels become more  scarce and expensive. 

This fact influences   tlic strategy of deployment but it should also inspire 

research and investigation into the optimum energy utilisation of waste-based 

fuel; fibre materials,   such as wood or bagasse.     Improved techniques will  be 

re uired and a capacity ener,^   relationship may,   in the  foreseeable  future, 

influence scale economics to a considerable degree, most probably favouring 

the smaller installation. 

M.'-'    Policy Considerations 

rf.'.î.l.     Product Cost 

Paper and associated products must be cheap to be available :'n sufficient 

quantity to the poorest.    Capital  costs with the high interest rates prevailing 

and unnecessarily high :uality standards represent the most obvious lines of 

approach for developing countries to challenge expensive product cost.    Where 

high tariff protection is considered necessary to support a new installation 

its permanent viability should be re-examined because the end-product will not 

be cheap to the consumer.    Alleviation of difficult balance of trade conditions 

may justify temporary protection but full competivity should be the aim. 

Freight and inland transport costs should present sufficient protection against 

fair competition;  dumping is a subject for international regulation. 

•*.2.'•!,     Product Priorities 

The higher added value products should be first in priority because they can 

justify lower scale in diverse situations where  local materials may be limited 

and because they include writing,  printing and industrial papers which are a 



priority need.  Utilisation of 3ome local materials, such as hemp (for 

cigarette paper) and cotton linter (for high-alpha pulp) can, indeed, offer 

export possibilities. 

H. , .  Locations 

For wood-based mills consideration should be given to confining the activities 

to pulp and bul . timber for ultimate conversion to paper or tim'ier products ¡it 

the centres of population where the advantages in employment, proximity to the 

customer and concentrated educational resources p.ist and are lil.ely to expand. 

Future recycling of waste paper is also accelerated by this strategy. 

For major non-wood-based materials full integration is more desirable and, by 

nature of the scalo imposed and the association of nther industry e.g. sugar 

or agricultural products, distribution and the creation of population centres 

is a real potential, loading to other supporting industries. 

There are grounds for considering also the w»ry small village installation for 

local distribution and the upgrading of technical s! ills towards the levels 

ultimately required hv   fuller industrialisation. 

<•'.'.' .  Low-Cost Standard 1'lant 

The case for the development of low cost, standard but versatile paper-machines, 

competitive in product uost and uality is very strong but it cannot be 

expected to arise from established machinery manufacturers or leading consult- 

ants because the concept is contrary to their vested interests.  Although some 

start on this aspect has been made, full implementation will require support 

from developing country policy-makers arid independent advisors.  The greatest 

and most urgent need for such machinery to be available is in the under- 

developed areas not simply because of the cost but also on account of the 

greater suitability for emerging marUets and the lower requirements for highly 

technical operating and maintenance personnel.  The possibilities of production 

for such machinery in the country concerned are an added attraction.  A unified 

effort and support to the concept which is fundamentally based on production 

in i uantity should come from the developing world where the problems and need 



are most acuto.  It cannot be expected to surface within the desired time-scale 

unaided. 

These comments apply also to the very small, village installations where 

developing countries are now most experienced in the plant and operational 

technirues involved. There would be benefit in pooling such knowledge to 

develop and preserve the best. 

•••'. .j. Time-Scale 

Without a change in strategy and a planned approach to the problems utilising 

all effective resources (temporarily where necessary but directed always to 

permanent installations) no acceptable time-scale can be forecast. The gravity 

of the situation and the relatively unexploited resources and tactics outlined 

in this paper are believed to offer a substantial potential for improvement at 

a controlled rate within the means available. Acceptance of Western technology 

as it can be afforded is not enough as their own industry proves.  If this 

paper provokes sufficient interest for the policy-makers to re-examine the 

prospects and support that which has merit, it will have achieved its prime 

purpose. The author's views are based on a life-time's experience in building 

paper and pulp mills, the latter part devoted principally to installations in 

developing countries. The need for adjusting prevailing policies has arisen 

from this experience and a growing sense of the urgency to do something 

positive. 
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